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 "i love you"

heart racing, palms sweating, 

i long to speak these words, 

but the fear inside is petrifying, 

and my voice cannot be heard. 

  

"i love you" are such simple words, 

yet they hold such weight and power, 

to say them is to be vulnerable, 

and that feels like a risky hour. 

  

i don't want to scare you away, 

or make you feel pressured in any way, 

but these feelings inside of me, 

are building up more and more each day. 

  

i'm afraid you might not feel the same, 

or that you'll think it's too soon, 

but my heart is bursting with love for you, 

and i can't keep it hidden like the moon. 

  

so i'll take a deep breath, close my eyes, 

and find the courage to speak, 

"i love you" i'll whisper softly, 

hoping my love is what you seek. 

  

and if you don't feel the same just yet, 

i'll understand and give you space, 

for love can't be forced or rushed, 

it must be given with grace. 

  

but if you do feel the same, my love, 

then we'll dance in a blissful embrace, 

knowing that the fear and doubt we felt, 
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was worth it to find this place.
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 "i love you too"

heart racing, palms still sweaty, 

but this time it's with delight, 

for i've confessed my love to her, 

and she loves me with all her might. 

  

we'll take this journey hand in hand, 

exploring love's twists and turns, 

and cherish every moment shared, 

as our passion forever burns. 

  

we're still new and have much to share, 

memories to make and stories to tell, 

but knowing we both feel this way, 

is a feeling that's hard to quell. 

  

i'm grateful for the courage we both had, 

to speak the words that were on our hearts, 

for taking a risk and being vulnerable, 

and letting love play its part. 

  

so let us embrace this new chapter, 

of love and devotion so true, 

knowing that we're both on the same page, 

and our love will forever renew. 

  

heart soaring, palms steady, 

i'm grateful for the words we've said, 

we both feel the same, it's such a relief, 

now all the fear and doubt has fled.
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 here's to us

with every passing day, 

i feel the warmth of her embrace, 

and the smile upon her face, 

tells me she's here to stay. 

  

i can sense her comfort grow, 

as we spend more time together, 

our connection deepens and glows, 

like a flame that burns forever. 

  

the joy that fills my heart, 

as i watch her laugh and play, 

is a feeling that won't depart, 

and stays with me throughout the day. 

  

i cherish every moment we share, 

as we walk hand in hand, 

and the love that we both bear, 

is a bond that i understand. 

  

so here's to the happiness we've found, 

in each other's company and care, 

may our love forever abound, 

and always be there to share.
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 perfect day

a day with her, a day with light, 

after a month, oh what a delight! 

my girl, the best one i've ever met, 

her presence makes my heart skip and fret. 

  

her exams are done, her stress is gone, 

our plans for the day, soon to be drawn, 

karaoke and photobooth, we're ready to go, 

excited for memories, to cherish and hold. 

  

we sing and we dance, with freedom to spare, 

our voices off-key, but we do not care, 

our laughter echoes, throughout the room, 

our love and joy, in full bloom. 

  

in the photobooth, we strike a pose, 

our smiles big, our love surely shows, 

we take silly pictures, one after the other, 

capturing moments that we'll always treasure. 

  

i surprise her with a gift so sweet, 

a tulip necklace, her heart skips a beat, 

the petals made of gold, delicate and bright, 

symbolizing my love, a constant light. 

  

and then another gift, a necklace with my name, 

a gesture of love, not for fortune or fame, 

but to show her my heart, my soul, my all, 

that she's the one who caught my fall. 

  

with the tulip necklace around her neck, 

and my initials close to her heart's deck, 

our love will thrive, like the tulip's flower, 
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vibrant, splendid, and never to sour. 

  

a great day we had, one to never forget, 

filled with love, laughter, and no regret, 

as i look at her, i know in my heart, 

our future together, is only the start. 

  

as we part ways, i can't help but smile, 

knowing that our love will continue to compile. 

the memories we made, forever in my heart, 

a perfect day with my girl, a great new start.
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 serendipity

serendipity, oh serendipity, 

how you came and changed my life, 

when i least expected it, 

you brought her back into my sight. 

  

we had tried before, but failed, 

our love once strong, now derailed, 

but fate had other plans in store, 

and brought us back, stronger than before. 

  

i wasn't looking, but there you were, 

a love that i thought was just a blur, 

but now it's clear, our love is real, 

and i know it's something we can feel. 

  

we've worked through our issues, past and present, 

and i can see our future, so pleasant, 

together we'll go, hand in hand, 

with love lighting the way to the promised land. 

  

this second chance, a gift so rare, 

a love reborn, beyond compare. 

serendipity, you've shown me the way, 

and i'll hold this love, close to my heart, come what may.
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 love songs

i used to hate the love songs, 

for they made my heart ache so, 

i knew i'd never have that love, 

no matter where i'd go. 

  

but then you came into my life, 

and suddenly the songs changed, 

the melodies were all about you, 

my feelings rearranged. 

  

your love became my anthem, 

the lyrics spoke of you, 

every note's a sweet reminder, 

of the love that we both knew. 

  

now when i hear those love songs, 

i smile and feel so glad, 

for i have found my true love, 

and all those songs aren't sad. 

  

so let the music play on, 

let the love songs fill the air, 

for now they bring me joy and peace, 

and remind me that you're there.
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 ethereal longing

in the quiet hours, a longing blooms,

as time separates, our hearts consumed.

a nursing duty takes her away,

leaving behind an ache that words can't convey.

like tendrils of ivy, our love entwined,

constant conversations, a solace we find.

but now, for days, our talks will be few,

a temporary pause, yet it feels so true.

like a gentle breeze through whispered trees,

our love dances on the ethereal seas.

yearning for her presence, our cherished bond,

a longing profound, in the silence it's fond.

yet in this absence, strength I shall seek,

to find solace in moments, tender and meek.

we'll adapt and adjust, find ways to connect,

a love that perseveres, we won't neglect.

for her noble duty, her path's own call,

in hospitals' halls, she tends to all.

i'll wait with patience, my heart steadfast,

knowing our love will endure and last.

so, in this longing, let us both find grace,

embracing the challenge, love's steady pace.

for even apart, our souls remain entwined,

and through the distance, our hearts align.

though sadness lingers, a flame still burns,

as our love prevails, in each moment yearns.

until the day we're reunited once more,
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our connection unbroken, our love soars.
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 cinematic serenade, vol. 1

in the realm of digital connection we find, 

where distance can't diminish love's bind, 

through screens we meet, our hearts entwined, 

our movie nights, a remedy refined. 

  

with virtual chats as our silver screen, 

we bridge the gap, no matter how far between, 

a synchronized watch party, our refuge, our nest, 

in pixels and sound, our love finds its zest. 

  

though we can't meet often, we make it work, 

in this cyber theater, our spirits lurk, 

the anticipation builds as the clock strikes time, 

we gather together, a love so sublime. 

  

through shared screens, we embark on a quest, 

movies become windows to hearts, at best, 

the tales we explore, the characters we meet, 

in this virtual realm, our love finds its beat. 

  

and though we haven't finished most we've watched, 

her sleepiness sometimes leaves the story botched, 

we embrace the fragments, the unfinished reel, 

for it's the connection we cherish, a love that's real. 

  

in dreams of pixels, my heart takes flight, 

yearning to bridge the screen's digital light, 

i long to kiss the pixels on her lips, 

through virtual realms, where love equips. 

  

in cinematic dreams, our souls entwine, 

transcending screens, our passions align, 

through digital space, our love persists, 
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with each longing gaze, my heart insists. 

  

so let's continue our cinematic affair, 

our synchronized watch parties, a love affair, 

though movies may fade, our love will persist, 

movies in our embrace, forever we'll kiss.
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 cinematic serenade, vol. 2

in the glow of silver screens we found, 

a moment cherished, our hearts unbound. 

as shadows danced before our eyes, 

an unseen force brought a sweet surprise. 

  

five months of love, a gentle sway, 

yet tenderly, she claimed her way. 

no touch or hold, like fleeting ghosts we'd been, 

until that cinema magic, where love was seen. 

  

a timid touch, as our hands finally met, 

in that very instant, all worries set. 

a symphony of joy, a timeless embrace, 

two souls intertwining, in a sacred space. 

  

oh, the joy that surged, like rivers' flow, 

to feel her hand, her warmth aglow. 

for in that moment, love's magic arose, 

a bond that deepened, as our story grows. 

  

her playful fingers, upon my ear, 

a gesture strange, yet precious and dear. 

in this new chapter, love's flight like a dove, 

discovering wonders, hand in hand, my love. 

  

underneath the moon's soft, glowing beam, 

our perfect day, like a cherished dream. 

as the night embraced, hearts ignite, 

with a gift i gave, her pure delight. 

  

a light stick, her eyes shone bright, 

a symbol of love, in the starlit night. 

her smile, a constellation of grace, 
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in that moment, my heart found its place. 

  

for in her presence, the world blooms bright, 

with each shared touch, igniting pure light. 

in whispered moments, hearts find our voice, 

as love's enchantment wraps around by choice. 

  

so cherish this journey, wherever it leads, 

for love's adventure fulfills our needs. 

in every moment, a tale is unfurled, 

a heartfelt love story, in a cinema world.
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